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The importance of improving adaptive decision making for the military is ever increasing, particularly in 

operational environments that are unfamiliar, complex, and constantly changing. This paper presents the 

development and testing of a serious game for training military officers in adaptive decision making. 

Participants were to detect rule changes in the game world, and to adjust their decisions in accordance with 

these changes. In an explorative study, the effectiveness of the game was tested by using in-game and out-

game measures. The findings on the in-game measure suggest that the game helps participants to detect rule 

changes and to adapt their decision making. Despite this effect, participants’ cognitive flexibility did not 

increase based on the findings on the out-game measures. Discussions, future directions, and training 

implications for the Defense organization are described.   

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Making effective decisions is challenging, especially 

for military personnel in operational environments that are 

new, changing, uncertain, and unexpected. Being able to 

quickly assess, and to adapt to such situations is a prerequisite 

for military personnel (Dandeker, 2006). Despite the 

importance of adaptive decision making, few studies have 

focused on training adaptability that is directly applicable in 

military training situations. This paper proposes a low-cost 

training application, a Serious Game (SG), as a means to train 

adaptive decision making of military personnel. 

 

Adaptability and cognitive flexibility 

 

Adaptability refers to the ability to adjust to changing, 

new, unexpected, and unpredictable situations (Pulakos et al., 

2000). Pulakos et al. (2000) argued that individuals’ 

adaptability is largely influenced by the nature of situations. 

They distinguished eight different situation-specific 

dimensions of adaptability. These are: (1) creative problem 

solving, (2) dealing with uncertain and changing 

circumstances, (3) learning new skills, knowledge and 

procedure, (4) interpersonal adaptability, (5) cultural 

adaptability, (6) physical adaptability, (7) handling emergency 

situations, and (8) coping with stress. Despite all eight 

dimensions of adaptability being relevant to successful 

military performance, this paper focuses on coping with 

uncertain and changing circumstances, because uncertainty 

management is critical for decision making in time-pressured, 

high risk, and complex environments (Lipshitz et al., 2001).  

Adaptability is shaped by underlying dispositional 

properties. For example, by cognitive flexibility (CF): the 

ability to quickly reshape one’s knowledge and to respond 

adaptively to changing, new, and uncertain situations (Spiro et 

al., 1988; Good, 2014). Cañas et al. (2006) found that when 

situations change, individuals with high CF quickly detect the 

changes and assess the new situation. Then they adapt their 

thinking or strategies suitable for the new situation. Finally, 

they perform or behave in an adaptive manner, thus 

maintaining effective performance. Instruments have been 

developed to measure an individual’s CF, such as how fast 

individuals can learn and unlearn rules after sudden changes of 

the learned rules (Grant & Berg, 1948). 

 

Training for adaptive decision making  

 

A training, especially for military, in adaptive decision 

making requires components such as naturalistic and complex 

decision making, uncertainty, ambiguity, high stakes, high 

risks, and time pressure (Klein et al., 2003). Exposure to 

context-specific, non-routine situations requiring adaptive 

behavior is an important instructional strategy to encourage 

learning of CF (Spiro et al., 1988). 

Serious Games (SG) may provide such a context for 

training. SGs are games for other purposes than just 

entertainment, with a strong focus on learning professional 

skills (Ritterfeld, Cody & Vorderer, 2009). SGs can provide a 

series of dynamic, uncertain, and new environments that are 

suitable for training adaptive decision making and in situated, 

specific contexts (Gee, 2005). 

Existing SGs with the purpose of improving learners’ 

adaptability contain specific didactical features that stimulate 

learners to perform in an adaptive fashion, such as diversity 

training (e.g., Brunstein & Gonzalez, 2010). One way to 

stimulate adaptive behavior in learners is to confront them 

with rule changes in their world. A rule change can be 

implemented in a contextually rich SG where learners have to 

make decisions. They then have to detect and appreciate the 

rule change, and have to adapt their decision making 

according to the modified rules (Lepine, Colquitt & Erez, 

2000). The literature on training and transfer provides 

evidence for this notion. Although introducing a rule change 

often results in a performance decrease during training, it in 

the end generally pays off through better learning (Schmidt & 

Bjork, 1992). Initially learners become confused by the rule 

change, but after a period of practice, learners tend to apply 

the learned skills into a different, yet related task as the rule 

change may facilitate adaptation.    

In line with the abovementioned literature, we designed 

and developed a PC-based, complex decision making SG that 

aims to train adaptive decision making of military personnel. 

In the game, players have to make a series of complex 

decisions, as the game requires constant information 

processing, situational assessment, and dealing with missing 



information. Two fictional scenarios with rich narratives were 

created. Through the game play, players naturally learn the 

underlying rules of the fictional world by making a series of 

decisions and receiving feedback. Then these rules change. 

Players have to detect the changes and adapt their decision 

making for successful play. We intentionally used fictional 

scenarios to make sure that familiarity was not a factor in the 

study. The scenarios are representative for military decision 

making, referring to uncertain, unexpected, and changing 

environments. 

 

The present study 

 

The purpose of this exploratory study is to test the 

intervention whether a SG-based training that confronts the 

participants with rule-changes stimulates adaptive decision 

making, and whether any effects of training extend to 

performance on CF tasks. 

We expect that the group that plays the game with the 

rule change will demonstrate superior performance on out-

game tasks, compared to the group that plays the game 

without the rule change. We also expect that their in-game 

performance will be lower than for the control group. This is 

because the rule change will confront them with problems, 

requiring the execution of adaptive strategies. This will 

decrease performance on the short term (i.e. the in-game 

measurements), to the benefit of learning (Schmidt & Bjork, 

1992).  

 

METHOD 

 

Game design 

 

 The game consists of three main components (see 

Figure 1). These are the Learning Phase (LP), Consolidation 

Phase (CP), and Test Phase (TP). A briefing is given before 

and after the LP with information about the mission and the 

available resources. Two fictional scenarios with the context 

of a robot threat and nano weapon were created. Both 

scenarios contain 21 cases. A case is a snapshot situation in 

the progressing scenario where players have to decide how to 

act. Each case has four given actions (decision options). 

Players must choose two of the four given options. This helps 

players to discover the rules of the fictional world in an 

interactive manner and to feel control of the game. After each 

case, players receive feedback on the chosen actions. During 

the LP, players receive nine cases to discover three rules (i.e., 

abilities of the enemy robots). After the LP, players receive 

open questions to test whether they have mastered the rules. 

During the CP, players apply the mastered rules. Then, an 

event is introduced that causes a change in the rules of the 

fictional world. The event (i.e., solar storm) is communicated 

to players during the second briefing, but its resulting effect 

(i.e., changing functions and weaknesses of enemy robots) 

upon the rules is not. Players have to discover the changed 

rules during the TP by assessing the situation and processing 

the feedback. After completion of the TP, players answer open 

questions, and then the game ends.   

To examine the effect of the rule change on adaptive 

decision making, we constructed two versions of S1 and S2 

for this study. Both versions are identical until the end of the 

CP. During the TP, players who play version one will 

experience the game with changed rules, whereas players of 

version two follow the original rules. The open questions for 

both versions of the scenarios are almost identical. 

 

 
Figure 1.  The structure of the SG. 

 

Participants 

 

A total of 33 (29 males, 4 females) Army officers, 

students at the Dutch Major’s school, volunteered to 

participate in this study. Their age varied from 33 to 53 years 

(M=41.2, sd=5.9).  

 

Experimental design and procedure  

 

 
Figure 2.  The design and procedure of the experiment. 
 

Figure 2 shows the design and flow of this study. The 

experimental group received the SG training with the rule 

change (rules change in the TP), and the control group 

received the SG training without the rule change. The 

dependent measures were: scores on out-game measurements 

(three tasks measuring CF); and those of in-game 

measurements (game scores of the CP and TP in both 

scenarios). The scores on out-game tasks are used to test 

whether the SG training with rule change increased 

participants’ cognitive flexibility. The scores on in-game tasks 

are used to test whether the learning objectives of the game, to 

adapt decision making if the rules change, have been achieved. 

Participants’ LP game score was excluded from the in-game 

measures to avoid possible confounding variables such as 

intelligence. In addition, we examined how players 

experienced each scenario in terms of game difficulty, 



engagement, motivation, and concentration as these factors 

could be moderating variables that might influence learning 

and the effectiveness of the SG training. 

At the Major’s school, participants were randomly 

assigned to either the experimental or the control group, each 

to its own room with a facilitator present throughout the 

experiment. Participants were asked not to exchange 

information during breaks with peers from the other condition. 

Prior to the experiment, all participants filled out the informed 

consent form. A short introduction was given about the study, 

the procedure, and how to execute the CF tasks and the game. 

The whole session lasted five hours including breaks and 

waiting time. Due to the overlapping duty schedules and 

technical problems encountered during the experiment, the 

number of participants on the SG play and CF tasks differed.      

 

Measures 

 

Out-game measures. Three computerized CF tasks that 

contain implicit rule-change were used as out-game measures. 

They are the Trail Making Task (TMT), the Iowa Gambling 

Task (IGT), and the Wisconsin Card Sorting Task (WCST). 

The TMT (e.g., Lezak, 1995) consists of two parts. In part A, 

participants were asked to draw lines to sequentially connect 

numbers and letters that are serially distributed. This is 

repeated in part B but with a mixed distribution. Therefore, 

only part B completion time was used for the performance 

outcome in this study. Short time completion indicates high 

performance. In the IGT (e.g., Bechara et al., 1994), 

participants had to maximize their profit by choosing cards 

from four decks with varying risks and gains. The 

performance is measured as the number of chosen unprofitable 

cards deducted from the number of chosen profitable cards, 

and the remaining profit after 100 trials. In this study, we 

excluded the remaining profit as a performance measure due 

to a confounding variable, pure coincidence of selecting 

profitable cards. High values indicate high performance. The 

WCST (e.g., Grant & Berg, 1948) requires participants to sort 

cards according to changing rules of color, shape, and number. 

The number of the total trials, errors and perseverative errors 

were measured. Low numbers of the total trials, errors, and 

perseverative errors indicate high performance. From the three 

CF tasks, the way feedback is provided on changed rules is the 

most apparent in the WCST; therefore, it was only used as a 

posttest measure to avoid a priming effect on the game score.   

In-game measures. Each phase of the SG contains three 

test cases that measure if participants made normatively 

correct decisions using the three learned rules. Each test case 

consists of two correct and two incorrect actions (scoring 

range between 0 to 2). The total game score of each phase is 

measured as the sum of correct actions (decision making 

performance), ranging from zero to six for LP, CP, and TP. 

These scores were used as in-game measures. For the 

experimental group, the game score in the TP indicates the 

adaptive decision making performance because it is the phase 

where the changed rules are applied. The in-game measures of 

S1 and S2 were analyzed separately as the difficulty and the 

contents of both scenarios are different. 

Open questions. To test their knowledge of the rules, 

participants had to answer open questions for both scenarios. 

These were administered before the CP and after the TP. The 

first author evaluated the answers.  

Game survey. To assess how players experienced the 

game, we asked all participants to fill in a survey upon the 

completion of each scenario. The survey consisted of five 

points-rating scale on difficulty, engagement, motivation, and 

concentration of the game play. For example, participants 

could rate the difficulty of the game play ranging from very 

easy (--) to very difficult (++).   

 

RESULTS 

 

Out-game measures 

 

To investigate the effects of training, repeated measures of 

mixed ANOVA were conducted with condition (exp vs. con) 

as the between-subject factor, and scores on the TMT (pre vs. 

post), the IGT (pre vs. post), and the WCST (trials vs. errors 

vs. perseverative errors) as dependent variables. Table 1 

shows scores on the three CF tasks. Contrary to our hypothesis 

that effects of conditions should be present of all CF tasks, 

significant differences were found only on the TMT 

performance (F (1, 29) = 3.59, p = .04), meaning the 

experimental group performed better than the control group on 

the post-TMT. No significant effects of conditions were found 

on the IGT and the WCST performance (both p’s >.05).  

 
Table 1. Descriptive statistics of scores on CF tasks.  

Task Measure Exp (n=16) 

Mean (sd) 

Con (n=16) 

Mean (sd) 

TMT 
 

Pre-Time B 58.87s (26.62) 47.96s (90.04) 

Post-Time B 45.95s (17.84) 52.46s (28.37) 

IGT Pre-Score -23.00 (24.43) -4.40 (48.46) 

 Post-Score 10.00 (24.88) 15.10 (36.31) 

WCST Total trials 100.25 (5.20) 105.88 (4.49) 

Errors 27.50 (17.91) 34.81 (23.05) 

Perseverative 

errors 

6.94 (2.08) 8.44 (4.03) 

 

 

In-game measures 

 

To investigate the effect of rule change on participants’ 

decision making, we analyzed the data on the SG scores by 

conducting a mixed 2 (condition: exp vs. con) x 2 (phase: CP 

vs. TP) ANOVA as within-subject factors. Figure 3 shows the 

participants’ SG scores for both scenarios. As predicted, the 

performance of the experimental group on S1 during the CP 

and the TP was significantly lower than that of the control 

group (F (1, 24) = 3.26, p = .04), suggesting that the rule 

change in the game stimulated adaptive decision making for 

the experimental group. No difference was found between the 

CP and TP for the control group during S1, meaning they 

continued to make decisions following the original rules. 

Analysis of S2 also showed the significant effect of the 

condition on the CP and the TP game scores, again supporting 

our hypothesis. The difference was significant for the 

experimental condition (F (1, 27) = 42.46, p < .001), meaning 



that the rule change during the TP required the experimental 

groups’ decision making to be adaptive. 

  

 
Figure 3. SG scores of the three phases, for each scenario.   

 

Open questions 

 

To investigate whether participants from the 

experimental group were able to detect the rule change during 

the TP, we analyzed their answers for both scenarios, after the 

rules were changed. For S1, 74 % of the participants were able 

to detect and answer correctly on the three changed rules. For 

S2, the average correct rate on three changed rule was 64 %.  

 

Game survey 

 

Next, we examined how the participants experienced 

the SG in terms of game difficulty, engagement, motivation, 

and concentration (See Figure 4). Participants’ concentration 

and motivation were highly rated for both groups on both 

scenarios. Also, both group rated motivation and concentration 

higher in S1 than that of S2. The control group was more 

engaged in both S1 and S2 than the experimental group. The 

experienced difficulty varied per group and scenario. In 

general, S2 was viewed as more difficult than S1 for both 

groups.  

 
Figure 4. Participants’ assessment on SG play. 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

The current study explored the effectiveness of the SG 

training for adaptive decision making using military 

participants. Regarding the performance on the out-game 

measures, we found no evidence that a SG-based training in a 

rule changing scenario increases cognitive flexibility, a  

cognitive part of adaptability (Good, 2014). This finding is in 

conflict with previous studies (Brunstein & Gonzalez, 2010; 

Good, 2014). Although statistically significant differences 

were found between conditions on the TMT, we nevertheless 

reject our hypothesis because the difference was caused by a 

decrease in performance of the control group from pre- to 

posttest, rather than caused by an increase of the experimental 

group. The absence of a main effect on out-game measures 

could be explained by the different nature of the CF tasks that 

were used in this study. The WCST and the IGT resemble the 

SG in terms of how the rule change is administered, whereas 

the TMT requires other skills such as motor skills (Lezak, 

1995). From the debriefing log, participants in the 

experimental group expressed that they could find a relation 

between the game and the WCST but not with the TMT.  

Also, the short training time, and the lack of emphasis on the 

learning goal of the intervention during the training likely did 

not yield to increasing participants’ cognitive flexibility, as 

they are underlined factors to facilitate learning and transfer 

(Baldwin & Ford, 1988). Furthermore, the low numbers of 

participants and hence low power as well as participants’ lack 

of motivation and concentration to repeat the IGT and the 

TMT could explain the absence of an effect. To increase the 

effect of the game training with rule change on individuals’ 

cognitive flexibility, further improvements could be made, 

such as on the game and on the outcome measures. Adding 

extra guidance during the game play, creating more scenarios 

to increase the duration of training, or embedding additional 

interventions into the game could strengthen the desired skills. 

Also, using CF tasks with a close relevance to the SG is likely 

to increase the effect following above-mentioned literature.    

Regarding the in-game measures and open questions, 

we found that the experimental group scored significantly 

worse than the control group when the rules were changed, 

which supports our hypothesis. In particular, the contrast 

between their SG scores became more apparent in S2. This is 

probably due to scenario 2 being considered more difficult. 

Indeed, participants expressed that they found S2 more 

difficult than S1. This result aligns with previous literature in 

that performance during training will decrease when 

participants are exposed to new, uncertain, and unexpected 

circumstances (Brunstein & Gonzalez, 2010; Good, 2014). 

The overall high detection rate of the experimental group to 

the changed rules supports our idea that the decrease of their 

scores during the TP was caused by adaptation in their 

decision making; thus supporting our claim that the SG 

stimulates adaptive decision making. This aligns with the 

operationalization of individual CF described by Cañas et al. 

(2006), in that detecting a changed environment is the first 

step towards generating adaptive behavior.  

With respect to the game survey, the majority of 

participants were highly motivated and concentrated in 

playing both scenarios. Both groups assessed motivation and 

concentration higher on S1 than on S2, possibly because the 

context of S1 is more familiar to both groups than that of S2. 

This notion is supported by the assessment on difficulty and 



from the debriefing log in that S2 was viewed as more difficult 

for both groups. Contrary to our underlying assumption that 

the experimental group will experience the game as more 

difficult than the control group due to the changing rules, the 

rating on difficulty varied, which could be due to the nature of 

self-assessment. Lastly, the control group was more engaged 

in the SG than the experimental group, especially in S2. It is 

possible that the unexpected and uncertain rule change could 

have caused frustration for the experimental group (Lepine et 

al., 2000), resulting in demotivation. Also, it could be that 

playing one scenario after another with confusion could have 

resulted in lack of engagement for the experimental group as 

participants complained during the debriefing session that 

their confusion was not resolved between S1 and S2 play.  

The current study was an exploratory experiment in a 

real training environment, adding difficulties in exerting 

control on all aspects of the experiment. Therefore, it suffers 

from a number of limitations. Future studies need to increase 

statistical power and experimental control to assess the 

effectiveness of the SG. Also, we will focus on instructional 

methods that could increase individual CF and adaptability 

while maintaining uncertainty. Although we found that the SG 

allowed participants to detect the changed situation and adapt 

accordingly, this approach alone was not sufficient for learners 

to apply it in different tasks. To better examine the learning 

effect and to mitigate the different nature of CF tasks with the 

SG, a test scenario of the SG should be developed that can 

measure adaptive performance of both the experimental and 

the control group. After improving the game and further 

validating its effectiveness under more controlled laboratory 

conditions, we believe our results will have practical relevance 

for the training of adaptive decision making by military 

personnel and other professionals. 
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